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Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS App Booker, are you afraid of God? This BioShock Infinite guide contains a complete step-by-step guide to the game. The most important section of our unofficial guide to BioShock Infinite is a very detailed step-by-step guide to all 40 chapters.
Step-by-step guides for each of the 40 chapters have information on how to achieve the mission's goals, how to discover inaccessible places where to find prey, how to complete side tasks, or how to defeat both ordinary enemies and mini-bosses. The descriptions were supplemented with high-quality
images, where we noted all the important places and treasures. We have also described the options and consequences. Unfortunately, BioShock Infinite has only one end, which appears shortly after winning the final battle and completing the epilogue. In addition to our step-by-step guide, we have also
included chapters on collectibles/secrets available in BioShock Infinite. We show the exact location of all the main types of collectibles, which include voxophones, viewpoints (kinethoscopes and telescopes), infusions and equipment. Using the information contained in our guide will help you get 100%
secrets and unlock all the achievements/trophies associated with collecting. The Tips section is an important part of our BioShock Infinite guide. There you will find various pages about the progression of the character, as well as his skills and equipment. You will learn about vivacity and their combinations,
increasing the statistics of the hero with infusions or available weapons. Our guide also has an extensive trophy/achievement guide in which we detail all the available achievements as well as the starting tips that should make the start of the game more enjoyable. The chapter of the starting boards also
provides advice on how to play at 1999 level. This guide also contains a number of additional chapters. Thanks to them, you can learn more about Elizabeth and her unique skills, read about opening doors and safes with locks, and view bestiary (strong and weak sides of all types of ordinary and powerful
opponents). In the frequently asked question chapter, we answer a few important questions, such as how long it takes to complete bioShock Infinite, or which credentials and equipment are the best. Whether you are a novice player or a veteran, you will find all the information you need to help you
complete the campaign, go through some extremely confusing pieces, or find the missing collectibles. Peter MaxiM Kulka and Jacek Alien Halas (www.gamepressure.com) The list of all chapters in BioShock Infinite Has 40 chapters. Of course, not every chapter takes the same amount of time. Even so,
you have to complete them all. Each chapter is described on one or more pages. All collectibles/secrets in BioShock BioShock BioShock's Secret/Collection Data Description in several different chapters. Thanks to our advice, you will find 100% secrets. A few tips before you start gameBelow you'll find
some quick tips for BioShock Infinite. Try to remember them before the campaign for the first time: BioShock Infinite does not allow you to save the game whenever you want. All progress is saved automatically and in one slot. This is a nuisance because you can't have a backup when you are facing more
difficult battles. Keep this in mind and try not to take risks during fights. Find as much loot as possible. This advice also applies to previous parts of the BioShock series. Careful research will help you find coins, ammunition, collectibles and other useful things. Try to carefully examine every newly visited
place and do not forget about the available places that reach with the help of a sky hook. Spend your money wisely. Every update to BioShock Infinite costs money. Don't try to spend gold on everything - think what you want to buy. First, choose the most useful updates, such as improvements to the
weapon you often use. Every revival costs money. Death doesn't necessarily mean the end. However, the revival of the main character costs money, and the cost increases at higher levels of complexity. Don't play too risky, because if you run out of money to resurrect, the game will load the last
checkpoint. You can play the chapters. This is possible thanks to a special option available on the main menu. You don't need to worry if, for example, you miss collecting because you can easily come back to get it. Additional tips and tricks can be found on our homepage tips and in step-by-step chapters
guide. How to unlock the highest level of difficulty - the 1999 mode? The 1999 mode is the highest level of difficulty in BioShock Infinite. However, this level is initially blocked. You can unlock it in two ways - to complete the game for the first time at any level of difficulty or enter a special code. Use the
second option if you want to immediately choose the highest difficulty (note - it's very not hung if you are not familiar with the game!). You can enter the code in the main menu of the game, shown in the picture above. You don't have to open the windows. Simply type in the right combination of
keys/buttons. On PS3/PS4 - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, right, circle, X, OPTIONS. On the X360/XONE - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, B, A, START. On the PC - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, BACKSPACE, ENTER. If you enter the code correctly, you will receive a
message about unlocking the 1999 mode (photo above). Is there a map in the game? No, BioShock Infinite does not have an interactive map available at any point in the game. You complete the vast majority of chapters without any maps, etc. It's just clues that allow you to determine where Booker is and
where he should go next. The game has a navigation arrow, and you can call it by clicking on the d-pad. It points the way to the current main mission goal and can help you if you get lost in some large or tiered locations. Can I visit Rapture? Yes, but only in the plot extension is called Burial at Sea.
BioShock Infinite is located in the flying city of Columbia. However, both episodes of Burial at Sea DLC allow you to move to the underwater city of Rapture, known for the previous two BioShock games. What's more, the delight found in the Burial at Sea extensions is presented in the untouched version
before it was destroyed. This gives you the opportunity to explore this place when it was still occupied by the metropolis. Does BioShock Infinite have different endings? No, BioShock Infinite has only one end. This is unfortunately a significant setback compared to the previous two parts of the series.
There are a few moments in the game where you have to make a choice, but none of them will affect the ending. The finale is scripted and always the same. The same goes for two parts of the burial in the DLC sea. Each of these add-ons can only end in one way. More on the selection and endings on
whether the game have an important choice and different endings? page in the frequently asked questions section. Is BioShock Infinite a long game? BioShock Inifinite is not very long - the average completion time is ten hours. If you're focused solely on the main storyline, you'll need about 11-12 hours to
see the end of the credits. However, if you want to take a closer look at the area and find all the collectibles, the game time will be increased to about 20 hours. The chosen level of difficulty has a big impact on the time spent with the game - the 1999 mode makes the game much more difficult. For more
information on the expected duration of the game, see the page in the frequently asked questions section. Can I complete the game playing as a pacifist? Unfortunately, most fights are mandatory, although the game can allow you to sneak up on opponents or set traps before the fights start. There are
safe places (e.g. in the picture) where the fight is optional, meaning it won't start if you attack someone or get caught during a theft. Unfortunately, you can't complete the whole game without attacking other characters. Who is the ultimate boss of BioShock Infinite? As you progress through BioShock
Infinite, you will encounter many strong opponents (e.g. Firefighters, Celot Lady, The Ghost lady Comstock). However, the game does not have a full-fledged final boss. In the penultimate thirty-ninth chapter, the player must win the final battle. However, you will not encounter an exceptionally powerful
opponent. Instead, you Deal with numerous groups of constant enemies, mini bosses and aircraft. Can I I Location? Yes and no. Returning to one of the previous sites may be impossible if you make enough progress - the game will block access to previous areas. However, you can use the chapter play
option, which was not available in the previous two BioShock games. This is especially useful for getting the collectibles you missed during your initial passage - the game keeps score of them throughout the passage. If you miss the secret, you don't have to go through the entire campaign again. Why
can't I save the game? BioShock Infinite is unable to save the game manually. The game automatically creates new checkpoints when you reach a new location or complete an important history event. This means that you have to be more careful, since you can't back up the save before starting a more
challenging battle. Is there a character progression system in the game? Oh, and it comes with a number of features and mechanics. Most important ones: Does BioShock Infinite have a hard platinum trophy? Yes, getting platinum is not easy. This is mainly because you have to finish the game at the
highest level of difficulty (1999 mode) and, moreover, without the use of dollar bills vending machines. You have to kill enemies effectively and manage very limited supplies. To unlock the platinum trophy in BioShock Infinite, you also have to, for example, find all collectibles and defeat enemies using
different weapons and forces. A full list of trophies/achievements can be found in our trophy/achievement guide. Can I install BioShock Infinite only on PS4? Yes, BioShock Infinite has a separate setup on PlayStation 4. However, this applies only to the digital version of BioShock: The Collection. You can
skip BioShock 1 and BioShock 2 and install BioShock Infinite separately. This will avoid downloading and installing nearly 30GB of data. Does BioShock Infinite have all the original content? Yes, it's a complete product. You can complete the entire main campaign and play all the DLCs. there are three
extensions available. Collision in the clouds is a set of problems in which you fight waves of opponents in arenas. Funeral at Sea Episode 1 and Episode 2 are two great expansion stories that take you back to Rapture, an underwater city. Each of these DLCs offers trophies, but they are not necessary to
unlock the platinum trophy. Do I need a PS subscription to play BioShock Infinite? No, you don't need a PlayStation Plus subscription at all. BioShock Infinite is 100% single-player and does not offer any multiplayer content. The most important controls in BioShock InfiniteBelow are the most important
keys to the PC version of BioShock Infinite. Full control over PC versions the console is in the chapter of the Office. Move Look Around Run Shoot Using Active Force (Holding Button Activates Alternative Mode Mode Force) Use the scope of the Vigor menu (hold the key) Change weapons Go / Attach to
the Line Crouch / Turn back on the Line of Interaction Melee Attack (keep the button to perform execution - when possible) Rebooting the weaponColor markings used in the guideIn addition to rich illustrations, all the secrets in BioShock Infinite are marked with the following colors: vigors - green, tinctures
- orange You can return to your chosen chapter at any time if you have access to the head of load menu. The following basics Starting tips and levels of difficulty Author : Peter MaxiM Kulka for gamepressure.com Translator : Jacek Alien Halas Guide contains : 157 pages, 915 images. Game Guide Last
Update: February 5, 2020, visit Game Guide Walkthrough Last update: February 5, 2020, visit the step-by-step guide Use the comments below to present your updates and fixes in this guide. Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS App Booker, Are You Afraid of God? This
BioShock Infinite guide contains a complete step-by-step guide to the game. The most important section of our unofficial guide to BioShock Infinite is a very detailed step-by-step guide to all 40 chapters. Step-by-step guides for each of the 40 chapters have information on how to achieve the mission's
goals, how to discover inaccessible places where to find prey, how to complete side tasks, or how to defeat both ordinary enemies and mini-bosses. The descriptions were supplemented with high-quality images, where we noted all the important places and treasures. We have also described the options
and consequences. Unfortunately, BioShock Infinite has only one end, which appears shortly after winning the final battle and completing the epilogue. In addition to our step-by-step guide, we have also included chapters on collectibles/secrets available in BioShock Infinite. We show the exact location of
all the main types of collectibles, which include voxophones, viewpoints (kinethoscopes and telescopes), infusions and equipment. Using the information contained in our guide will help you get 100% secrets and unlock all the achievements/trophies associated with collecting. The Tips section is an
important part of our BioShock Infinite guide. There you will find various pages about the progression of the character, as well as his skills and equipment. You will learn about vivacity and their combinations, increasing the statistics of the hero with infusions or available weapons. Our guide also has an
extensive trophy/achievement guide in which we detail all the available achievements as well as the starting tips that should make the start of the game more enjoyable. The start-up advice chapter also provides advice on how to 1999. This guide also contains a number of Chapter. Thanks to them, you
can learn more about Elizabeth and her unique skills, read about opening doors and safes with locks, and view bestiary (strong and weak sides of all types of ordinary and powerful opponents). In the frequently asked question chapter, we answer a few important questions, such as how long it takes to
complete bioShock Infinite, or which credentials and equipment are the best. Whether you are a novice player or a veteran, you will find all the information you need to help you complete the campaign, go through some extremely confusing pieces, or find the missing collectibles. Peter MaxiM Kulka and
Jacek Alien Halas (www.gamepressure.com) The list of all chapters in BioShock Infinite Has 40 chapters. Of course, not every chapter takes the same amount of time. Even so, you have to complete them all. Each chapter is described on one or more pages. All collectibles/secrets in BioShock InfiniteO
description of secrets/collection data in BioShock Infinite are in several different chapters. Thanks to our advice, you will find 100% secrets. A few tips before you start gameBelow you'll find some quick tips for BioShock Infinite. Try to remember them before the campaign for the first time: BioShock Infinite
does not allow you to save the game whenever you want. All progress is saved automatically and in one slot. This is a nuisance because you can't have a backup when you are facing more difficult battles. Keep this in mind and try not to take risks during fights. Find as much loot as possible. This advice
also applies to previous parts of the BioShock series. Careful research will help you find coins, ammunition, collectibles and other useful things. Try to carefully examine every newly visited place and do not forget about the available places that reach with the help of a sky hook. Spend your money wisely.
Every update to BioShock Infinite costs money. Don't try to spend gold on everything - think what you want to buy. First, choose the most useful updates, such as improvements to the weapon you often use. Every revival costs money. Death doesn't necessarily mean the end. However, the revival of the
main character costs money, and the cost increases at higher levels of complexity. Don't play too risky, because if you run out of money to resurrect, the game will load the last checkpoint. You can play the chapters. This is possible thanks to a special option available on the main menu. You don't need to
worry if, for example, you miss collecting because you can easily come back to get it. Additional tips and tricks can be found on our homepage tips and in step-by-step chapters guide. As the highest level of sophistication - the 1999 regime? The 1999 mode is the highest level of difficulty in BioShock
Infinite. However, this level is initially blocked. You can unlock it in two ways - complete the game first time at any level of difficulty or enter a special code. Use the second option if you want to immediately choose the highest difficulty (note - it's very not hung if you are not familiar with the game!). You can
enter the code in the main menu of the game, shown in the picture above. You don't have to open the windows. Simply type in the right combination of keys/buttons. On PS3/PS4 - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, right, circle, X, OPTIONS. On the X360/XONE - up, up, down, down, left, right, left,
right, B, A, START. On the PC - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, BACKSPACE, ENTER. If you enter the code correctly, you will receive a message about unlocking the 1999 mode (photo above). Is there a map in the game? No, BioShock Infinite does not have an interactive map available at any
point in the game. You have to complete the vast majority of chapters with no maps, etc. These are just small clues that allow you to determine where Booker is and where he should go next. The game has a navigation arrow, and you can call it by clicking on the d-pad. It points the way to the current
main mission goal and can help you if you get lost in some large or tiered locations. Can I visit Rapture? Yes, but only in the plot extension is called Burial at Sea. BioShock Infinite is located in the flying city of Columbia. However, both episodes of Burial at Sea DLC allow you to move to the underwater
city of Rapture, known for the previous two BioShock games. What's more, the delight found in the Burial at Sea extensions is presented in the untouched version before it was destroyed. This gives you the opportunity to explore this place when it was still occupied by the metropolis. Does BioShock
Infinite have different endings? No, BioShock Infinite has only one end. This is unfortunately a significant setback compared to the previous two parts of the series. There are a few moments in the game where you have to make a choice, but none of them will affect the ending. The finale is scripted and
always the same. The same goes for two parts of the burial in the DLC sea. Each of these add-ons can only end in one way. More on the selection and endings on whether the game have an important choice and different endings? page in the frequently asked questions section. Is BioShock Infinite a long
game? BioShock Inifinite is not very long - the average completion time is ten hours. If you're focused solely on the main storyline, you'll need about 11-12 hours to see the end of the credits. However, if you want to take a closer look at the area and find all the collectibles, the game time will be increased
to about 20 hours. The chosen level of difficulty has a big impact on the time spent with the game - the 1999 mode makes the game more complex. For more information on the expected duration of the game, see Will it take to complete BioShock Infinite? page in the frequently asked questions section.
Can I complete the game playing as a pacifist? Unfortunately, most fights are mandatory, although the game can allow you to sneak up on opponents or set traps before the fights start. There are safe places (e.g. in the picture) where the fight is optional, meaning it won't start if you attack someone or get
caught during a theft. Unfortunately, you can't complete the whole game without attacking other characters. Who is the ultimate boss of BioShock Infinite? As you progress through BioShock Infinite, you will encounter many strong opponents (e.g. Firefighters, Celot Lady, The Ghost lady Comstock).
However, the game does not have a full-fledged final boss. In the penultimate thirty-ninth chapter, the player must win the final battle. However, you will not encounter an exceptionally powerful opponent. Instead you will have to deal with numerous groups of constant enemies, mini-bosses and aircraft.
Can I go back to the right place? Yes and no. Returning to one of the previous sites may be impossible if you make enough progress - the game will block access to previous areas. However, you can use the chapter play option, which was not available in the previous two BioShock games. This is
especially useful for getting the collectibles you missed during your initial passage - the game keeps score of them throughout the passage. If you miss the secret, you don't have to go through the entire campaign again. Why can't I save the game? BioShock Infinite is unable to save the game manually.
The game automatically creates new checkpoints when you reach a new location or complete an important history event. This means that you have to be more careful, since you can't back up the save before starting a more challenging battle. Is there a character progression system in the game? Oh, and
it comes with a number of features and mechanics. Most important ones: Does BioShock Infinite have a hard platinum trophy? Yes, getting platinum is not easy. This is mainly because you have to finish the game at the highest level of difficulty (1999 mode) and, moreover, without the use of dollar bills



vending machines. You have to kill enemies effectively and manage very limited supplies. To unlock the platinum trophy in BioShock Infinite, you also have to, for example, find all collectibles and defeat enemies using different weapons and forces. A full list of trophies/achievements can be found in our
trophy/achievement guide. Can I install BioShock Infinite only on PS4? Yes, BioShock Infinite has a separate setup on PlayStation 4. However, this applies only to BioShock: The Collection. You can skip BioShock 1 and BioShock 2 and install BioShock Infinite separately. This will avoid downloading and
installing nearly 30GB of data. Lee Remaster Remaster BioShock Infinite contain all the original content? Yes, it's a complete product. You can complete the entire main campaign and play all the DLCs. there are three extensions available. Collision in the clouds is a set of problems in which you fight
waves of opponents in arenas. Funeral at Sea Episode 1 and Episode 2 are two great expansion stories that take you back to Rapture, an underwater city. Each of these DLCs offers trophies, but they are not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Do I need a PS subscription to play BioShock Infinite?
No, you don't need a PlayStation Plus subscription at all. BioShock Infinite is 100% single-player and does not offer any multiplayer content. The most important controls in BioShock InfiniteBelow are the most important keys to the PC version of BioShock Infinite. Full control over PC and console versions
is in the chapter of the Office. Move Look around Run Shoot Using Active Force (holding the button activates the alternative mode of this force)Using the scope of the Vigor menu (hold key) Change weapons Jump / Attach to the Crouch line / Turn back on the Line of Interaction Melee Attack (hold the
button to perform execution - when possible) Reboot weaponsColor marking, Used in the guideIn addition to rich illustrations, all the secrets in BioShock Infinite are marked by the following colors: Vigors - green, infusions - orange, gears - blue, voxophoss/kinetoscopes/telescopes - red. To make the
manual easier to navigate, we used the chapter structure found in the game. You can return to your chosen chapter at any time if you have access to the head of load menu. The following basics Starting tips and levels of difficulty Author : Peter MaxiM Kulka for gamepressure.com Translator : Jacek Alien
Halas Guide contains : 157 pages, 915 images. Game Guide Last Update: February 5, 2020, visit Game Guide Walkthrough Last update: February 5, 2020, visit the step-by-step guide Use the comments below to present your updates and fixes in this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB
and iBooks Free iOS App Booker, Are You Afraid of God? This BioShock Infinite guide contains a complete step-by-step guide to the game. The most important section of our unofficial guide to BioShock Infinite is a very detailed step-by-step guide to all 40 chapters. Step-by-step guides for each of the 40
chapters have information on how to achieve the mission's goals, how to discover inaccessible places where to find prey, how to complete side tasks, or how to defeat both ordinary enemies and mini-bosses. The descriptions were supplemented with high-quality images, where we noted all the important
places and treasures. We have also described the options and consequences. Unfortunately, BioShock Infinite has one end that appears shortly after winning the final battle and completing the epilogue. In addition to our step-by-step guide, we also included dedicated to collectibles/secrets available in
BioShock Infinite. We show the exact location of all the main types of collectibles, which include voxophones, viewpoints (kinethoscopes and telescopes), infusions and equipment. Using the information contained in our guide will help you get 100% secrets and unlock all the achievements/trophies
associated with collecting. The Tips section is an important part of our BioShock Infinite guide. There you will find various pages about the progression of the character, as well as his skills and equipment. You will learn about vivacity and their combinations, increasing the statistics of the hero with infusions
or available weapons. Our guide also has an extensive trophy/achievement guide in which we detail all the available achievements as well as the starting tips that should make the start of the game more enjoyable. The chapter of the starting boards also provides advice on how to play at 1999 level. This
guide also contains a number of additional chapters. Thanks to them, you can learn more about Elizabeth and her unique skills, read about opening doors and safes with locks, and view bestiary (strong and weak sides of all types of ordinary and powerful opponents). In the frequently asked question
chapter, we answer a few important questions, such as how long it takes to complete bioShock Infinite, or which credentials and equipment are the best. Whether you are a novice player or a veteran, you will find all the information you need to help you complete the campaign, go through some extremely
confusing pieces, or find the missing collectibles. Peter MaxiM Kulka and Jacek Alien Halas (www.gamepressure.com) The list of all chapters in BioShock Infinite Has 40 chapters. Of course, not every chapter takes the same amount of time. Even so, you have to complete them all. Each chapter is
described on one or more pages. All collectibles/secrets in BioShock InfiniteO description of secrets/collection data in BioShock Infinite are in several different chapters. Thanks to our advice, you will find 100% secrets. A few tips before you start gameBelow you'll find some quick tips for BioShock Infinite.
Try to remember them before the campaign for the first time: BioShock Infinite does not allow you to save the game whenever you want. All progress is saved automatically and in one slot. This is a nuisance because you can't have a backup when you are facing more difficult battles. Keep this in mind and
try not to take risks during fights. Find as much loot as possible. This advice also applies to previous parts of the BioShock series. Careful research will help you find coins, ammunition, collectibles and other useful things. Try to take a closer look at every recently visited and don't forget about the available
places that reach with the sky hook. Spend money money Every update to BioShock Infinite costs money. Don't try to spend gold on everything - think what you want to buy. First, choose the most useful updates, such as improvements to the weapon you often use. Every revival costs money. Death
doesn't necessarily mean the end. However, the revival of the main character costs money, and the cost increases at higher levels of complexity. Don't play too risky, because if you run out of money to resurrect, the game will load the last checkpoint. You can play the chapters. This is possible thanks to a
special option available on the main menu. You don't need to worry if, for example, you miss collecting because you can easily come back to get it. Additional tips and tricks can be found on our homepage tips and in step-by-step chapters guide. How to unlock the highest level of difficulty - the 1999
mode? The 1999 mode is the highest level of difficulty in BioShock Infinite. However, this level is initially blocked. You can unlock it in two ways - to complete the game for the first time at any level of difficulty or enter a special code. Use the second option if you want to immediately choose the highest
difficulty (note - it's very not hung if you are not familiar with the game!). You can enter the code in the main menu of the game, shown in the picture above. You don't have to open the windows. Simply type in the right combination of keys/buttons. On PS3/PS4 - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right,
right, circle, X, OPTIONS. On the X360/XONE - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, B, A, START. On the PC - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, BACKSPACE, ENTER. If you enter the code correctly, you will receive a message about unlocking the 1999 mode (photo above). Is there a map in
the game? No, BioShock Infinite does not have an interactive map available at any point in the game. You have to complete the vast majority of chapters with no maps, etc. These are just small clues that allow you to determine where Booker is and where he should go next. The game has a navigation
arrow, and you can call it by clicking on the d-pad. It points the way to the current main mission goal and can help you if you get lost in some large or tiered locations. Can I visit Rapture? Yes, but only in the plot extension is called Burial at Sea. BioShock Infinite is located in the flying city of Columbia.
However, both episodes of Burial at Sea DLC allow you to move to the underwater city of Rapture, known for the previous two BioShock games. What's more, the delight found in the Burial at Sea extensions is presented in the untouched version before it was destroyed. This gives you the opportunity to
explore place when it was still occupied by the metropolis. Does BioShock Infinite have different endings? No, BioShock Infinite has only one end. This, unfortunately, is unfortunate regression compared to the previous two parts of the series. There are a few moments in the game where you have to make
a choice, but none of them will affect the ending. The finale is scripted and always the same. The same goes for two parts of the burial in the DLC sea. Each of these add-ons can only end in one way. More on the selection and endings on whether the game have an important choice and different
endings? page in the frequently asked questions section. Is BioShock Infinite a long game? BioShock Inifinite is not very long - the average completion time is ten hours. If you're focused solely on the main storyline, you'll need about 11-12 hours to see the end of the credits. However, if you want to take a
closer look at the area and find all the collectibles, the game time will be increased to about 20 hours. The chosen level of difficulty has a big impact on the time spent with the game - the 1999 mode makes the game much more difficult. For more information on the expected duration of the game, see the
page in the frequently asked questions section. Can I complete the game playing as a pacifist? Unfortunately, most fights are mandatory, although the game can allow you to sneak up on opponents or set traps before the fights start. There are safe places (e.g. in the picture) where the fight is optional,
meaning it won't start if you attack someone or get caught during a theft. Unfortunately, you can't complete the whole game without attacking other characters. Who is the ultimate boss of BioShock Infinite? As you progress through BioShock Infinite, you will encounter many strong opponents (e.g.
Firefighters, Celot Lady, The Ghost lady Comstock). However, the game does not have a full-fledged final boss. In the penultimate thirty-ninth chapter, the player must win the final battle. However, you will not encounter an exceptionally powerful opponent. Instead you will have to deal with numerous
groups of constant enemies, mini-bosses and aircraft. Can I go back to the right place? Yes and no. Returning to one of the previous sites may be impossible if you make enough progress - the game will block access to previous areas. However, you can use the chapter play option, which was not
available in the previous two BioShock games. This is especially useful for getting the collectibles you missed during your initial passage - the game keeps score of them throughout the passage. If you miss the secret, you don't have to go through the entire campaign again. Why can't I save the game?
BioShock Infinite is unable to save the game manually. The game automatically creates new checkpoints when you reach a new location or complete an important history event. This is that you have to be more careful, since you can not make a backup save before starting a more difficult battle. Is there a
character progression system in the game? Yes, and that's it. with a number of functions and mechanics. Most important ones: Does BioShock Infinite have a hard platinum trophy? Yes, getting platinum is not easy. This is mainly because you have to finish the game at the highest level of difficulty (1999
mode) and, moreover, without the use of dollar bills vending machines. You have to kill enemies effectively and manage very limited supplies. To unlock the platinum trophy in BioShock Infinite, you also have to, for example, find all collectibles and defeat enemies using different weapons and forces. A full
list of trophies/achievements can be found in our trophy/achievement guide. Can I install BioShock Infinite only on PS4? Yes, BioShock Infinite has a separate setup on PlayStation 4. However, this applies only to the digital version of BioShock: The Collection. You can skip BioShock 1 and BioShock 2
and install BioShock Infinite separately. This will avoid downloading and installing nearly 30GB of data. Does BioShock Infinite have all the original content? Yes, it's a complete product. You can complete the entire main campaign and play all the DLCs. there are three extensions available. Collision in the
clouds is a set of problems in which you fight waves of opponents in arenas. Funeral at Sea Episode 1 and Episode 2 are two great expansion stories that take you back to Rapture, an underwater city. Each of these DLCs offers trophies, but they are not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Do I need
a PS subscription to play BioShock Infinite? No, you don't need a PlayStation Plus subscription at all. BioShock Infinite is 100% single-player and does not offer any multiplayer content. The most important controls in BioShock InfiniteBelow are the most important keys to the PC version of BioShock
Infinite. Full control over PC and console versions is in the chapter of the Office. Move Look around Run Shoot Using Active Force (holding the button activates the alternative mode of this force)Using the scope of the Vigor menu (hold key) Change weapons Jump / Attach to the Crouch line / Turn back on
the Line of Interaction Melee Attack (hold the button to perform execution - when possible) Reboot weaponsColor marking, Used in the guideIn addition to rich illustrations, all the secrets in BioShock Infinite are marked by the following colors: Vigors - green, infusions - orange, gears - blue,
voxophoss/kinetoscopes/telescopes - red. To make the manual easier to navigate, we used the chapter structure found in the game. You can return to your chosen chapter at any time if you have access to the head of load menu. The following basics Starting Tips and Difficulty Levels Author : Peter MaxiM
Kulka for gamepressure.com Translator : Jacek Alien Khalas Guide contains : 157 915 images. Game Guide Last Updated: February 5, 2020, visit Game Guide Walkthrough Last updated: February 5, 2020, 2020, Walkthrough Use the comments below to present your updates and fixes in this guide.
Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS App Booker, Are You Afraid of God? This BioShock Infinite guide contains a complete step-by-step guide to the game. The most important section of our unofficial guide to BioShock Infinite is a very detailed step-by-step guide to all 40
chapters. Step-by-step guides for each of the 40 chapters have information on how to achieve the mission's goals, how to discover inaccessible places where to find prey, how to complete side tasks, or how to defeat both ordinary enemies and mini-bosses. The descriptions were supplemented with high-
quality images, where we noted all the important places and treasures. We have also described the options and consequences. Unfortunately, BioShock Infinite has only one end, which appears shortly after winning the final battle and completing the epilogue. In addition to our step-by-step guide, we have
also included chapters on collectibles/secrets available in BioShock Infinite. We show the exact location of all the main types of collectibles, which include voxophones, viewpoints (kinethoscopes and telescopes), infusions and equipment. Using the information contained in our guide will help you get 100%
secrets and unlock all the achievements/trophies associated with collecting. The Tips section is an important part of our BioShock Infinite guide. There you will find various pages about the progression of the character, as well as his skills and equipment. You will learn about vivacity and their combinations,
increasing the statistics of the hero with infusions or available weapons. Our guide also has an extensive trophy/achievement guide in which we detail all the available achievements as well as the starting tips that should make the start of the game more enjoyable. The chapter of the starting boards also
provides advice on how to play at 1999 level. This guide also contains a number of additional chapters. Thanks to them, you can learn more about Elizabeth and her unique skills, read about opening doors and safes with locks, and view bestiary (strong and weak sides of all types of ordinary and powerful
opponents). In the frequently asked question chapter, we answer a few important questions, such as how long it takes to complete bioShock Infinite, or which credentials and equipment are the best. Whether you are a novice player or a veteran, you will find all the information you need to help you
complete the campaign, go through some extremely confusing pieces, or find the missing collectibles. Peter MaxiM Kulka and Jacek Alien Halas (www.gamepressure.com) The list of all chapters in BioShock Infinite Has 40 chapters. Of course, not every chapter takes the same amount of time. Even so,
you have to them all. Each chapter is described on one or more pages. All In BioShock Infinite, BioShock Infinite's description of secrets/collection data is in several different chapters. Thanks to our advice, you will find 100% secrets. A few tips before you start gameBelow you'll find some quick tips for
BioShock Infinite. Try to remember them before the campaign for the first time: BioShock Infinite does not allow you to save the game whenever you want. All progress is saved automatically and in one slot. This is a nuisance because you can't have a backup when you are facing more difficult battles.
Keep this in mind and try not to take risks during fights. Find as much loot as possible. This advice also applies to previous parts of the BioShock series. Careful research will help you find coins, ammunition, collectibles and other useful things. Try to carefully examine every newly visited place and do not
forget about the available places that reach with the help of a sky hook. Spend your money wisely. Every update to BioShock Infinite costs money. Don't try to spend gold on everything - think what you want to buy. First, choose the most useful updates, such as improvements to the weapon you often use.
Every revival costs money. Death doesn't necessarily mean the end. However, the revival of the main character costs money, and the cost increases at higher levels of complexity. Don't play too risky, because if you run out of money to resurrect, the game will load the last checkpoint. You can play the
chapters. This is possible thanks to a special option available on the main menu. You don't need to worry if, for example, you miss collecting because you can easily come back to get it. Additional tips and tricks can be found on our homepage tips and in step-by-step chapters guide. How to unlock the
highest level of difficulty - the 1999 mode? The 1999 mode is the highest level of difficulty in BioShock Infinite. However, this level is initially blocked. You can unlock it in two ways - to complete the game for the first time at any level of difficulty or enter a special code. Use the second option if you want to
immediately choose the highest difficulty (note - it's very not hung if you are not familiar with the game!). You can enter the code in the main menu of the game, shown in the picture above. You don't have to open the windows. Simply type in the right combination of keys/buttons. On PS3/PS4 - up, up,
down, down, left, right, left, right, right, circle, X, OPTIONS. On the X360/XONE - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, B, A, START. On the PC - up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, BACKSPACE, ENTER. If you enter the code correctly, you will receive a message about unlocking the 1999 mode
(photo above). Is there a map in the game? BioShock Infinite does not have an interactive map available at any point in the game. You have to complete the vast majority of chapters without any maps etc. You can only find stationary maps showing the current location. These are just small clues that allow
you to determine where Booker is and where he should go next. The game has a navigation arrow, and you can call it by clicking on the d-pad. It points the way to the current main mission goal and can help you if you get lost in some large or tiered locations. Can I visit Rapture? Yes, but only in the plot
extension is called Burial at Sea. BioShock Infinite is located in the flying city of Columbia. However, both episodes of Burial at Sea DLC allow you to move to the underwater city of Rapture, known for the previous two BioShock games. What's more, the delight found in the Burial at Sea extensions is
presented in the untouched version before it was destroyed. This gives you the opportunity to explore this place when it was still occupied by the metropolis. Does BioShock Infinite have different endings? No, BioShock Infinite has only one end. This is unfortunately a significant setback compared to the
previous two parts of the series. There are a few moments in the game where you have to make a choice, but none of them will affect the ending. The finale is scripted and always the same. The same goes for two parts of the burial in the DLC sea. Each of these add-ons can only end in one way. More on
the selection and endings on whether the game have an important choice and different endings? page in the frequently asked questions section. Is BioShock Infinite a long game? BioShock Inifinite is not very long - the average completion time is ten hours. If you're focused solely on the main storyline,
you'll need about 11-12 hours to see the end of the credits. However, if you want to take a closer look at the area and find all the collectibles, the game time will be increased to about 20 hours. The chosen level of difficulty has a big impact on the time spent with the game - the 1999 mode makes the game
much more difficult. For more information on the expected duration of the game, see the page in the frequently asked questions section. Can I complete the game playing as a pacifist? Unfortunately, most fights are mandatory, although the game can allow you to sneak up on opponents or set traps before
the fights start. There are safe places (e.g. in the picture) where the fight is optional, meaning it won't start if you attack someone or get caught during a theft. Unfortunately, you can't complete the whole game without attacking other characters. Who is the ultimate boss of BioShock Infinite? As you
progress through BioShock Infinite, you will encounter many strong opponents (e.g. Firefighters, Celot Lady, The Ghost lady Comstock). However, the game does not have a full-fledged final boss. In the penultimate thirty-ninth chapter, the player must win Battle. However, you will not encounter an
exceptionally powerful opponent. Instead you'll have to deal with numerous groups of constant enemies, mini-bosses and aircraft. Can I go back to the right place? Yes and no. Returning to one of the previous sites may be impossible if you make enough progress - the game will block access to previous
areas. However, you can use the chapter play option, which was not available in the previous two BioShock games. This is especially useful for getting the collectibles you missed during your initial passage - the game keeps score of them throughout the passage. If you miss the secret, you don't have to
go through the entire campaign again. Why can't I save the game? BioShock Infinite is unable to save the game manually. The game automatically creates new checkpoints when you reach a new location or complete an important history event. This means that you have to be more careful, since you
can't back up the save before starting a more challenging battle. Is there a character progression system in the game? Oh, and it comes with a number of features and mechanics. Most important ones: Does BioShock Infinite have a hard platinum trophy? Yes, getting platinum is not easy. This is mainly
because you have to finish the game at the highest level of difficulty (1999 mode) and, moreover, without the use of dollar bills vending machines. You have to kill enemies effectively and manage very limited supplies. To unlock the platinum trophy in BioShock Infinite, you also have to, for example, find
all collectibles and defeat enemies using different weapons and forces. A full list of trophies/achievements can be found in our trophy/achievement guide. Can I install BioShock Infinite only on PS4? Yes, BioShock Infinite has a separate setup on PlayStation 4. However, this applies only to the digital
version of BioShock: The Collection. You can skip BioShock 1 and BioShock 2 and install BioShock Infinite separately. This will avoid downloading and installing nearly 30GB of data. Does BioShock Infinite have all the original content? Yes, it's a complete product. You can complete the entire main
campaign and play all the DLCs. there are three extensions available. Collision in the clouds is a set of problems in which you fight waves of opponents in arenas. Funeral at Sea Episode 1 and Episode 2 are two great expansion stories that take you back to Rapture, an underwater city. Each of these
DLCs offers trophies, but they are not necessary to unlock the platinum trophy. Do I need a PS subscription to play BioShock Infinite? No, you don't need a PlayStation Plus subscription at all. BioShock Infinite is 100% single-player and does not offer any multiplayer content. The most important controls in
BioShock InfiniteBelow are the most important keys to the PC version of BioShock Infinite. Full control over PC and console versions is in the chapter of the Office. Move the look look Run Shoot Using active force (holding the button activates the alternative mode of this force)Using the scope of the Vigor
menu (hold key) Change the weapon Go / Attach to the Crouch line / Turn back on the Line of Interaction Melee Attack (hold the button to perform execution - when possible) Reboot the weaponColor marking, Used in the guideIn addition to rich illustrations, all the secrets in BioShock Infinite are marked
by the following colors: Vigors - green, infusions - orange, gears - blue, voxophoss/kinetoscopes/telescopes - red. To make the manual easier to navigate, we used the chapter structure found in the game. You can return to your chosen chapter at any time if you have access to the head of load menu. The
following basics Starting tips and levels of difficulty Author : Peter MaxiM Kulka for gamepressure.com Translator : Jacek Alien Halas Guide contains : 157 pages, 915 images. Game Guide Last Update: February 5, 2020, visit Game Guide Walkthrough Last update: February 5, 2020, visit the step-by-step
guide Use the comments below to present your updates and fixes in this guide. Guide. bioshock infinite guide pdf. bioshock infinite guide arrow. bioshock infinite guide arrow ps4. bioshock infinite guide steam. bioshock infinite guide ign. bioshock infinite trophy guide. bioshock infinite collectibles guide.
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